T ? o THE SMALL FRAGMENT of the Athenian decree of 393 B.C. in honor of Euagoras of Salamis, IG 12, 20, it is now possible to add two more pieces. The first, Fragment a, was found in the Agora Excavations; the second, Fragment b, was acquired in 1958 by the British Museum.' A plaster cast of b, kindly provided by the Trustees of the British Museum, permitted us to establish that neither of the new fragments joins the previously published stone, EM 6889: Fragment c, nor do they join each other, but their relative positions on the original stele can be fixed with some probability, and a helps to determine the length of the stoichedon line., a, which carries part of a sculptured relie.f panel and the beginning of the decree, comes from the right side of the stele, as does b which must lie below it. It is impossible to determine how much original surface intervened between the two, nor can restoration yield a continuous text which they share. b, however, is broken in such a way along its top left side as to suggest that it lies above c, for the left side of the latter carries a broken surface which in section is identical to that on b. Since the angle at which this slanting line of break meets the lines of text is also the same on both pieces, it is likely, that it represents a major line of fracture on the original stele. If this is so, b, on which this line of break begins at the right side of the stele, must be placed above c. There is again, however, no way to determine from the text how close together these two pieces may be placed inasmuch as, even when set in barest possible contact, at least one full line of the text must be restored between them. It is possible, while still maintaining the alignment of the two broken surfaces, to place c farther below and to the left of b, thereby increasing the size of the textual lacuna between them.
Line 1: Only part of the circular letter has survived but enough to exclude the tall, upright omega found on this stone; the surface to the right of it is lost.
Line 7: Only the top left corner of pi is preserved; gamma and epsilon are also possible epigraphically.
Line 9: The first preserved letter is probably iota; the second is either beta or rho. Line 12: The right-hand vertical of eta is preserved. Line 13: In some lights a sigma appears possible in the penultimate space and nothing else has suggested itself. We are reasonably happy about iota before it. In the fourth space from the right there is a fair probability of a left vertical which would exclude some possibilities for restoration.
Line 17: There is perhaps a trace of the bottom of the right diagonal of lambda before the alpha.
Line 19: Sigma and theta are sure. Before them we have discarded a strong illusion of omikron as it would be excessively large. After them the photograph may well be thought to show the top and bottom strokes of a sigma rather squatter than the others on the stone; we are finally unconvinced, and not simply because it would imply that theta was an error for omikron. The next space is enigmatic, with squeeze and plhotograph suggesting an epsilon which we cannot distinguish on the stone, where omega seems possible. At the end only the left vertical of nu survives.
Line 20: The base of the vertical of the second tau seems to be preserved. Line 21: Only the vertical of epsilon certainly survives. Line 22: The top and bottom strokes of the first sigma are visible, though we at first read nu. Line 24: At the right side of the first preserved stoichos there is a vertical stroke broken at the top. Elsewhere iota lies considerably to the left of the center of its stoichos; eta is therefore the likelier reading. This stroke was reported by Koehler in IG II; Kirchner's reading, [I]N, in IG II2 looks like a misprint, cf. lines 25 and 33.
Line 25: Although no trace of the iota is on the stone, there appears to be enough uninscribed space in the right half of the stoichos to exclude any other reading. In addition to the left diagonal of a triangular letter in the last stoichos read by Koehler in IG II, part of the crossbar is also visible.
Kirchner printed EII[A].
Line 26: Of the last preserved letter, read as a certain nu in IG II2, only the bottom of a vertical stroke survives in the lower left corner of the stoichos. Again this stroke was correctly recorded in Koehler's majuscule text in IG II.
Line 27: The fifth and sixth stoichoi are damaged but the uninscribed surface is polished in such a way as to suggest that the defect in the marble is ancient. At the left edge of the seventh preserved stoichos is a vertical stroke joined at the top by a diagonal. Between the two lies a scar which creates the impression of a rho (the Corpus reading), but we believe that what is preserved is the left half of nu.
Line 28: IG II; IG II2 Unfortunately the choice between the shorter and the longer versions of the enactment clause must remain to a certain degree subjective. We have preferred a stoichedon line of 50 letters because it provides flexibility for the restoration of patronymic and demotic in line 2, space for the archon in line 4, and what appears to be the best solution for the problems of restoration in lines 5-6. What we have printed in the text, however, must be regarded as exempli gratia; other versions cannot be excluded.
Sophilos an Athenian orator (Lysias, VI.28) described Euagoras as i-"v Kvipov 3cawXEvovTa, but his unreliability in technical terms may be deduced from ibid. 6-7 which apparently ctescribes Dionysios of Syracuse as a aho-tXE1V'; he certainly never bore that title. (27, 28, 32, 34, 40, 46, 63, 66, 71) anld, though /acwtkEtXa sometimes appears (39, 41, 43, 51, 69) , /3acXtXev' itself is only used of Euagoras' son (72), never of Euagoras himself. It is reasonable to infer that the usage here corresponds to the way in which Euagoras wanted himself described.
E. A. Costa, Historia 23, 1974, p. 43, argues that Euagoras was recognized by Persia as 6aa-tAXEVs from the beginning of his reign at Salamis. The title is normally avoided by Athenians. It is never used of Euagoras in Lysias, XIX. Isokrates in the Euagorcas (IX) even prefers to use rvpavvog and its cognates
Line 7: Since the only context in which this aorist passive participle appears in 4th-century decrees is as a modifier of presbeis sent out from Athens," it is possible that similar officials appeared here also in the accusative, perhaps as the recipients of good treatment by Euagoras. The embassy to Euagoras referred to by Lysias, XIX. 23, is likely to be too late to be relevant. II2, 102, lines 5-10, 14-15; 105, lines 39-40; 107, lines 24-25, 31-32; 124, lines 10-11; 149,  lines 11-12; 207, line 25; 548, line 5 . Ambassadors from other cities seem never to be described by the Athenians in this period as " sent ", rEt0fYvTES, by their city of origin, but as " coming " YKOVT76. 1I2, 17, lines 6-7; 57, lines 4-8; 76, lines 14-16; 324, line 4. began with a genitive absolute and the context was the condition of Athens prior to Euagoras' benefactions, something similar to 5vo rvX 6o-ara,sq r"jg '7rTXEWg (Isokrates, IX.52) or ac0-EVoDv r')Zv Tr3q wXEcog o&'co-g (Demosthenes, XX.68) might be considered.
Linte 8: Although r71s ToAXEWc0 occurs at least four times in 4th-century decrees in the phrase ITpO'EVOL Ka' EvEpyE'Tat r-s 7roAXs r s 'AOrnva'wv,'2 the presence of 8E' sug-
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Line 12: 'EXX]-q-vEg seems likely, and some form of the name of Euagoras at least highly probable. Lines 14ff., 28ff.: We have already, on strictly architectural grounds, ruled out a combination of Fragments b and c. Nevertheless, we now take the unorthodox course of producing a skeleton combined text of such a combination. This will make clear the fact that there is strong parallelism between the fragments and illustrate what we take to be the general drift of both of them, while ultimately showing that the fragments cannot be combined textually. We use the line numbering of b; our warnings above about the readings in line 13 should be borne in mind. There is no doubt that we are dealing with the same general sense in both passages, but it is also clear that they are two different recensions. Since avEtITE'| [i-ro] is a false form, the herald was given his instructions with a nominative and an imperative on c, with an accusative and an infinitive on b. If we extend the process to equating b 20 with c 35: [av]qypafa[.
. ypca]/q4arEv` 6 TLq]s [,80Xjg], it becomes equally clear that the opposite situation obtains there: the secretary is named in the accusative in c, in the nominative in b. The impossibility of combining b 17 with c 32 shows that the words of the proclamation were different in the two passages. We are therefore dealing with a decree which received extensive amendent in the ecclesia. That the whole procedure was given permanence on stone should occasion no surprise.13
Having established the general sense of these lines, we abstain from any further attempt at detailed restoration. A 50-letter line is evidently not too far from the truth, but we cannot be certain about it and no great consistency of formula is to be found in such passages (see the texts collected in IG 12, iv.1, p. 62, s.v. oTE'4avoq) Greek Historical Inscriptionis, no. 90 with commentary). In IG 112, 107 we read the amendment (lines 30ff.) as simply adding the names of the ambassadors which had been left out of the  probouleuma (line 25), and in IG 112, 29 (== Tod, G.H.I. II, 116) we are in no doubt that Kephalos' amendment simply restated the grounds for the proposal without altering its substance. 12, 174 (B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, 39, 1970, pp. 111-114 ).
intervention of a formula of proclamation sometimes has the effect of confusing the syntax, as has been most recently made clear by the difficulty of restoring a similar passage in IG
Line 15: We have found no Attic parallel for the formula suggested above but cf. Dittenberger, SIG3,no. 617, lines 1 1ff. (Delos) Line 17: This is the most spectacular contribution of the new fragments. If our argument so far is accepted, these words will have formed part of the herald's proclamation. In such a context, 'EXXAAv[Eg] would be inappropriate and flat, and we strongly prefer 'EXX-jv. That Euagoras is praised as a Hellene may well be thought to carry the implication that there might be some doubt about it and that the point needed stressing. Isokrates' claim (IX. 14) that he was descended from the Teukridai and thus from Aiakos has been doubted (E. Meyer, Geschichte des Altertunts V, 1902, p. 199; E. Gjerstad, Swedish Cyprus Expedition IV, ii, p. 489), though accepted by Costa, Historia 23, 1974, p. 41, and Pouilloux, Cyprus Report: Dept. of Antiquities, 1975, pp. 113, 117. Isokrates is certainly inexplicit about his immediate parentage. The claim could eventually, for those who thought Salamis was part of Attica, be turned to making Euagoras an Athenian by descent (Pausanias, I.3.1); Isokrates (IX.54) clearly has no thought of it, though the same passage shows that he could have been called an Athenian on the strength of the prevrious grant of citizenship (IG 2, 113). The stress on Euagoras' Hellenism is preferred, and may be connected with his efforts to hellenize his own city, so heavily stressed by Isokrates (IX. 49-50) and surely part of what he prided himself on, even though Isokrates' remarks on its previous barbarism (IX.20.47) may be thought exaggerated (Costa, op. cit., pp. 40-41, Pouilloux, loc. cit.).
If Euagoras is to be praised as a Hellene, parallelism dictates that it will be his services to Hellas, and not merely to Athens, which are praised. Isokrates, writing after his death, again provides ample commentary (IX.51-57). Euagoras offered a refuge to many excellent Hellenes who had left their own country, of whom the Athenian Konon was only the most notable. The Spartans were ruling the Hellenes by land and sea. The advice Konon and Euagoras offered to the despairing Persian generals was to aim for victory by sea, since in this way all Hellas would share in the victory. Victory was achieved, the Spartans were defeated, the Hellenes were freed, and Athens was restored to something of its old reputation as well. Our sources, for varying reasons, do not use the name of Hellas much for the anti-Spartan coalition of the Corinthian War. Plato, Menexenos 244 d, 245 a, is the nearest to a contemporary source,14 but we now have no reason to doubt that the coalition used the word.15
It is legitimate to view the line with a certain cynicism. Euagoras was being praised for his services to Hellas, but in truth his principal claim to Athenian gratitude lay in his introduction of Konon to the Persian Pharnabazos. We have here our earliest evidence for the way in which the Athenians faced, or rather, avoided, the uncomfortable fact that the fleet with which Konon had broken BSA 49, 1954, p. 29) , but there is a possibility there of alphabetic confusion. Otherwise the earliest is TcXEVT6Et in Hesperia 7, 1938, pp. lff., lines 13-14 (363/2 B.C.) ; the earliest in a public text come in IG II2, 116, lines 17-18, 28 (361/0 B.C.) . L. L. Threatte, who has generously advised us on this point, would see no reason to separate the confusion of et and t in the subjunctive from similar confusions in the augment and in the dative singular, and such confusions can be found in the 5th century B.C. in texts where the Ionic alphabet is under full control otherwise. be pressed, our stele would then have stood on the Acropolis, perhaps next to the stele of 407 B.C. which granted Euagoras Athenian citizenship; 19 Fragment c of our stele was found on the south slope.
But Isokrates and Pausanias 20 mention a bronze statue of the Salaminian king which stood next to that of Konon in the Agora. Both statues were voted among the " supreme honors" which the Athenians bestowed on Konon and Euagoras in return for their services at Knidos. Isokrates' wording suggests, what is only natural, that the two statues were authorized and set up at roughly, if not exactly, the same time. 
